Prevent Brown Patch
LEADING turf Authorities declare that MERCURY is the effective ingredient for control of Brown Patch. OUR MIXTURE, 2/3 Calomel, 1/3 Corrosive Sublimate, is endorsed.
PFIZER MERCUROL MIXTURE CONTAINS 81% MERCURY
Write for circular.
CHAS. PFIZER & CO., INC.
CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Use Pencil Erasure to Block Knife Switch Contacts
Wires are often quite difficult or unhandy to safely disconnect from small knife switches, and it is frequently necessary and expedient to block one or both circuits when out of use during the winter. To prevent an accidental or ignorant closing of the switch, a neat little method is shown above.

Force a common lead pencil eraser tip over one or both of the blade clips; the blade then cannot be readily dropped or even forced into contact. The tips fit the clips snugly and place a safe amount of insulating rubber over them.

The Toro Hand Greensmower
A precision machine, built to close measurements. Cuts creeping bent or any grass green without special effort by the operator and without leaving corrugations or ridges. For smooth, true greens . . . use a Toro. Write for details.

TORO MANUFACTURING CO.
3042-3168 Snelling Ave. Minneapolis, Minn.